Sweeney Granite Mountains Desert Research Center – 3 OPENINGS
April 25-27

Jessica Groetsch (Friday)
Mike Lynch (Thursday)
Xiong Thao (Thursday)

Jered Karr (Thursday)
Andy Suchanek (Friday)
Victor Albores (Thursday)

Rod Haller (Thursday)
Scott Kennedy (Thursday)
Suzanne Garcia (Friday)
Jessica Titius (Friday)
Sean Perry (Friday)

Anacapa Island (Pacific Ocean) – 2 OPENINGS
May 2-4
LEAVING Thursday May 1st at 6:30PM

Christina Choate
Brooke Sullivan
Sophia Darling
Cat Yi
Amy Patten
Mike Lynch
Andrew Liu
Bella Coladonato

Boyd Deep Canyon (Palm Springs) – NO OPENINGS
May 9-11

Adam Searcy
Christina Choate
Suzanne Garcia
Sophia Darling
Brooke Sullivan

Xiong Thao
Sean Perry
Regina Thill
Amy Patten
Andy Suchanek
Bella Coladonato
Michael Najarro
Ryan Terrill
Sierra Nevada (Pinecrest Lake) – NO OPENINGS
May 16-18

Jessica Groetsch
Adam Searcy
Regina Thill
Michael Najarro
Andrew Liu
Rod Haller
Scott Kennedy
Ryan Terrill
Suzanne Garcia
Jered Karr
Xiong Thao
Jessica Titius
Sean Perry
Mike Lynch